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Abstract
To evaluate the effectiveness of T-DNA insertion in knocking out a
gene, 1084 published Arabidopsis thaliana insertion mutants
representing 755 genes in 648 publications were reviewed. Insertion
in the protein-coding region of a gene generates a knockout at least
90% of the time or 25% of the time if it is before the start codon
which also produces a knockdown 67% of the time. Insertion after
the stop codon had no effect on transcription of the upstream gene
17% of the time compared to 8% in insertion before the start codon.
T-DNA insertion can also cause deletion and translocation.
Keywords: Arabidopsis thaliana, deletion, expression, knockout,
T-DNA insertion, translocation

Introduction
Transfer-DNA (T-DNA) insertion is a highly effective mutagen for
genome-wide mutagenesis (Krysan et al. 1999). It has been widely
used to produce insertion mutants in Arabidopsis thaliana (Alonso
et al. 2003; Bechtold et al. 1993; Feldmann 1991; Galbiati et al.
2000; Koncz et al. 1989; Krysan et al. 1999; Rosso et al. 2003;
Sessions et al. 2002) for functional characterization of every gene in
the genome. Over 360,000 insertions have been mapped in the
Arabidopsis genome, covering >90% of the genes (Alonso and
Ecker, 2006). Because it tends to insert as concatemers (Krysan et
al. 1999), most T-DNA insertions result in the loss-of-function
alleles although semi-dominant T-DNA mutation has been reported
(Bolle et al. 2000) and functional protein is absent in the
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homozygous mutant plants in most cases examined. Even if mRNA
is transcribed, the T-DNA sequence may contains stop codons,
resulting in early translation termination (Krysan et al. 1999).
Although it is not a perfect technique (Alonso and Ecker 2006;
Østergaard and Yanofsky 2004), T-DNA insertion mutagenesis has
been a powerful tool to link genes to phenotypes.
Thanks to the availability of these insertion mutants and the
complete genome sequence, the number of reports characterizing
Arabidopsis genes has increased tremendously since 2000. The
trend is projected to continue because only a small portion of these
mutants have been characterized so far. The purpose of this paper is
to summarize the effect of these insertions on gene knockout based
on published insertional mutants. To do this, position of insertion
site, its effect on transcript/protein level were collected from 648
reports on 755 Arabidopsis genes published from 1997 to January
2007 which includes 1084 insertion mutants. This is by no means a
complete coverage because not all reports monitored the expression
of mutated genes and this may be biased toward insertions that
knocked out the target genes. But it includes approximately 90% of
all papers characterizing these mutants and may be useful for
investigators working with T-DNA mutants.

Effect of T-DNA insertion on expression of mutated
genes
The effect of T-DNA insertion is most commonly evaluated by
monitoring expression of mutated genes in homozygous insertion
mutants. But as described in more detail below, this can be tricky
because the transcript level may not be correlated with protein level
(Delatte et al. 2005; Pastuglia et al. 2006) which may also depend
on position of the insertion in a gene. In some cases, even if the
transcript level does not differ significantly from the wild type, still
no protein is produced in the mutant (e.g., Monte et al. 2003),
complicating the evaluation of T-DNA insertion especially using
reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). For
RNA gel blot and RT-PCR analyses, probes/primers from
downstream and upstream of the insertion site should be used or at
least the downstream probe/primers should be used if the insertion
is toward the middle of the gene. It is also notable that for all 24
reports examined that employed RT-PCR using primers spanning
the insertion site to monitor expression of mutated genes, none
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produced any product, presumably because the inserted T-DNA
sequence often larger than 5 kb, if transcribed, is too long for
normal DNA polymerase to amplify. And if the T-DNA is not
transcribed as one unit, it is not usually possible to amplify it by
RT-PCR. The exception is that if the insertion is in an intron and
the T-DNA has been spliced out (see below). It is also possible that
T-DNA inserted into an exon be processed out generating a shorter
altered transcript with a very low efficiency (Lehti-Shiu et al. 2005)
or only a small part of the T-DNA was inserted (Shin et al. 2004).
These are rare cases but RT-PCR using primers spanning the
insertion site will yield a product. Overall, insertion in exons or
introns can almost always knock out or knock down the target gene
(Table 1).
Table 1: Effect of published T-DNA insertion on transcript level of
mutated genes in Arabidopsis
Insertion site
Number of No effect on
Increased
insertion
transcript
transcript
mutants
level
level
Exon
Intron
Before start codon
After stop codon
Major Deletion
Total

609
263
155
23
34
1084

7 (1.1%)
2 (0.7%)
17 (11%)
4 (17%)
0 (0%)
25 (2.3%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
5 (3%)
2 (8%)
0 (0%)
7 (0.6%)

a

For each category of insertions, only insertions that showed no or increased
effect on expression are listed. The rest are knockout/knockdowns which are
not distinguished in exon/intron insertion mutants because a lot of reports
used RT-PCR. RT-PCR can show a reduced level of transcript upstream
from an insertion site and increased transcript downstream from the insertion
site or vice versa, making it difficult to assign the mutant as knockdown or
knockup. For “Major Deletions”, See Table 5.

level was similar to that in wild type in annAt2-2 (Lee et al. 2004).
The insertion in annAt2-2 was more toward the 3’ end of the gene
but still some distance before the stop codon. It is possible that the
transcript detected by Northern in annAt2-2 is chimeric and just
happens to be the similar size as in the case of ebf2-3 (Gagne et al.
2004). And in two insertion mutants of AnnAt4, annAt4-1 and
annAt4-2, insertions were also in the similar positions in the last
exon and transcript of AnnAt4 was not detected by RT-PCR in
either mutant (Lee et al. 2004).
Table 2: Effect of T-DNA insertion on protein expression of
inserted genes in Arabidopsis
Insertion site
Exon
Intron
Before
Total
start
codon
No protein
70(88%) 32(82%) 7(41%)
109(80%)
expression
Reduced protein
7(8%)
5(13%) 9(53%)
21(16%)
expression
No effect on
1(1%)
1(3%)
1(6%)
3(2%)
protein expression
Truncated protein
2(2%)
1(3%)
0(0%)
3(2%)
expression
Total
80
39
17
136
It is also puzzling that insertion in the second exon of CSN5B failed
to alter protein level compared to the wild type although the
insertion only changed the phenotype slightly (Dohmann et al.
2005).

Insertions in exons and introns

If insertion is into an intron, wild type transcript may be produced
in such mutants because intron can be spliced out together with the
inserted T-DNA sequence. This indeed occurred in insertion
mutants of AGL104 (Verelst et al. 2007), ASP2 (Miesak and
Coruzzi 2002), AtEXP7 (Cho and Cosgrove 2002), AtGA2ox6
(Wang et al. 2004), AtMIS12 (Sato et al. 2005), ETA2 (Chuang et
al. 2004), FATB (Bonaventure et al. 2003), MRH1 (Jones et al.
2006), SPDS2 (Imai et al. 2004), and ULT2 (Carles et al. 2005).
Although wild type transcripts were produced, it was with
decreased efficiency and the level of correctly spliced transcript was
reduced. But this reduced level of wild type transcript can be made
into protein as demonstrated in AtMIS12 (Sato et al. 2005) and
ETA2 (Chuang et al. 2004) but not always (e.g., Bonaventure et al.
2003). Such leaky expression of mutated genes due to intron
splicing is useful in rescuing an otherwise lethal mutation (Sato et
al. 2005). But not all T-DNA insertions into an intron are spliced
out (Hurtado et al. 2006) and only a small percentage of insertions
in introns produce a reduced level of wild type transcript (10 out of
263 insertions or 4%); the rest are knockouts. Based on protein
level, this number is 13% or 5 out of 39 insertions in introns
produced reduced levels of wild type protein (Table 2).

As indicated in Tables 1 and 2, insertion into either exon or intron
in the protein-coding region is equally effective in knocking
out/down the target gene. Among the cases in which insertion failed
to change expression pattern of mutated genes, the T-DNA was
inserted 39 bp upstream of the stop codon in BRM and normal
transcription of the gene was not affected (Hurtado et al. 2006). It is
not clear, however, why insertion into the exon did not knock
out/down the target gene in the other cases. For example, in both
annAt2-1 and annAt2-2 mutants, the T-DNA was inserted in the last
exon of Arabidopsis annexin 2 (AnnAt2) gene. While no transcript
was detected by RNA gel blot analysis in annAt2-1, the transcript

If insertion is toward the middle of the gene in an intron or exon,
then transcript levels both upstream and downstream of the
insertion can be monitored as described earlier. When 32 genes
were surveyed for which transcript level was monitored both
upstream and downstream of the insertion site, upstream transcript
was detected in 29 genes while downstream transcript was detected
in only 12 genes. In two cases, neither transripts were detected
(Shen et al. 2006; Shimotohno et al. 2006). This is one reason that
for insertions in exons/introns, knockout and knockdown are not
separated in Table 1. But when truncated transcript is produced due
to transcription termination by the insertion (Noh and Amasino

Insertions before the start codon or after stop codons are slightly
less effective. Because of low correlation between transcript level
and protein level as described above, the impact of insertion on
expression is more accurately reflected on protein levels, which was
used in about 12% (136) of all insertion mutants evaluated. Protein
expression of the 136 insertion mutants indicates that the
effectiveness for insertions into exon and intron are similar and both
are more effective than insertions into either promoter or 5’
untranslated regions (5’ UTRs---Table 2). When T-DNA is inserted
before the start codon, the translation of the gene is most likely
reduced rather than completely knocked out (Table 2), hence
producing a leaky mutant phenotype. This is illustrated by six
insertions in GPT 1 in which three insertions in the coding region
were lethal, while the other three insertions in either 5’ or 3’ noncoding regions had no effect on the transcript level of GPT1
(Niewiadomski et al. 2005).
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Similarly, insertion in the promoter significantly reduced AGP17
2003; Schnurr et al. 2002), a truncated protein can also be produced
transcript in the roots but not in the leaves compared to the wild
(Gusmaroli et al. 2004; Henderson et al. 2005; Kim et al. 2004;
type (Gaspar et al 2004), similar to the reduced MIF1 transcript in
Ohtomo et al. 2005; Okushima et al. 2005) which may not be
the root not the stem when an insertion was 246 bp upstream of the
functional (Gusmaroli et al. 2004; Okushima et al. 2005) even
start codon (Hu and Ma 2006). So it is possible that insertion in a
though in most cases truncated transcript is not translated (e.g.,
promoter could change expression pattern of the downstream gene.
Dieterle et al. 2005; Doelling et al. 2001; Hashimoto et al. 2005;
Schuster et al. 2006; Ullah et al. 2001). Similarly, even if transcripts
Effectiveness of insertion decreases as it moves further upstream of
both up- and down-stream of the insertion site are expressed, still
the 5’ end in the promoter/5’ UTR based on its effect on transcript
no protein can be produced due to interruption of the coding region
level. If insertion before the start codon is grouped according to its
by T-DNA (Delatte et al. 2005). In addition, truncated transcript
distance (in bp) from ATG (Table 3), then knockout rate decreases
may contain deletions altering protein sequence (see below; Bostick
et al. 2004). Finally, it is not clear why one mutant would show no
from 54% to 31% as insertion moves from 1-50 bp toward 201-500
detectable transcript and the others would have truncated transcripts
bp upstream of the ATG and knockdown increases at the same time
while they were all insertions in the same exon (Noh and Amasino
from 33% to 53%.
2003).
Table 3: Position effect of T-DNA insertion before the start codon in Arabidopsis on transcript level of affected genesa
Insertion site
1-50 bp
51-200 bp upstream
201-500 bp
501-1000 bp
Total
upstream of
of start codon
upstream of start
upstream of
start codon
codon
start codon
No transcript
21(54%)
20(42%)
10(31%)
9(50%)
60(44%)
Reduced transcript
13(33%)
23(48%)
17(53%)
5(28%)
58(42%)
No effect
3(8%)
2(4%)
4(13%)
3 (17%)
12(9%)
Increased transcript
2(5%)
3(6%)
1(3%)
1 (5%)
7(5%)b
Total
39
48
32
18
137
a

Because 5’ UTR and promoter region were not clearly indicated in a lot of characterized insertion mutants, they are listed together. Data gathered
from mutants for which an insertion position was given or can be estimated based on information given.
b
The percentage is higher than that listed in Table 1 because only mutants with insertion position given and less than 1 kb upstream of the start
codon were counted here.

Insertion toward the 3’ end of a gene but before the stop codon can
also effectively knock out the function of the target gene. For
example, the insertion at 47 bp upstream of the stop codon in AHA3
was found to be lethal (Robertson et al. 2004) and a T-DNA
insertion at 13 bp before the stop codon also knocked out
transcription in RCI2A (Mitsuya et al. 2005). On the other hand, as
mentioned earlier, insertion at 39 bp before the stop codon in BRM
did not affect transcript level (Hurtado et al. 2006). Similarly,
insertion in the 5’ end of a coding region does not necessarily knock
out the gene even if it is six bp after start codon. It only led to
reduced protein production and less severe phenotype (Pružinská et
al. 2007). But overall, this does appear to be the exception rather
than the rule. Insertion toward the 3’ end of a gene can also produce
a weaker phenotype (e.g., Chelysheva et al. 2005; Chen et al 2005;
Guo and Ecker 2003; Yoine et al. 2006) although this is not always
a case (Robertson et al. 2004).

Insertions before the start codon
Insertion into the promoter region also produces more knockdowns
than knockouts. Based on protein expression, among 17 mutants
with the T-DNA inserted in the promoter region, 7 showed no
(knockout rate 41%) and 9 showed reduced (knockdown rate 53%)
expression of mutated genes (Table 2). In the remaining one mutant
there was no effect. Compared to the combined knockout (86%) or
knockdown (10%) rates in the coding region (both introns and
exons) based on protein expression (Table 2), the knockout rate is
lower and knockdown rate is higher.
T-DNA insertion into the promoter region can cause misexpression
of the downstream gene. Such insertion resulted in fewer GTE6
transcripts in leaf 7 to a level similar to leaf 4 of the wild-type
which caused round laminae in leaf 7, rather than the elliptical
laminae of leaf 7 of the wild-type plants. Thus, elevated expression
of GTE6 in leaves 6 and 7 of wild-type plants is important for the
development of the elliptical leaf lamina (Chua et al. 2005).

But the trend is reversed when insertion beyond 500 bp is
considered, i.e., knockout rate increases to 50% and knockdown
rate decreases to 28% (Table 3). Based on this set of data, the
number of no-effect insertion also increases (Table 3). This
difference in insertion effectiveness explains why 80% of
characterized mutants harbor T-DNA insertion in the coding region
and only 15% were focused on insertions before the start codon
(Table 1). The total knockout rate based on transcript level is 45%
and knockdown rate is 41% if all insertions within 1000 bp
upstream of the start codon are considered (Table 3). Overall, 11%
of insertions before the start codon did not affect transcription of the
downstream gene while that number is less than 1% for insertion
into the coding region (Table 1). Based on protein level, 6% (1 out
of 17) insertions before ATG had no effect on protein expression of
the mutant allele (Table 2).
The fact that insertion closer to the start codon is more effective
might be because some promoter elements essential for
transcription are close (within ~500 bp) to the start codon (Table 4).
If T-DNA is inserted into a promoter element such as TATA box
(Novillo et al. 2004) or between TATA box and ATG (Nakajima et
al. 2004), the gene is likely to be knocked out. The same is true for
other elements such as AuxREs (Tatematsu et al. 2004) and Gboxes (Ito et al. 2003). T-DNA insertion between these elements
and ATG knocked out or significantly reduced transcription of the
respective genes. Even if these elements are farther upstream from
the start codon, insertion could still be effective. For example,
insertions more than 3 kb upstream of the UFO start codon but in
CArG box-like sequences that are recognition elements for MADS
box DNA-binding proteins disrupted petal development due to
reduced UFO expression (Durfee et al. 2003). However, insertion
of T-DNA among AuxREs in the promoter of the auto regulated
ARF8 increased its transcript level (Goetz et al. 2006).
Insertion upstream of the start codon increased transcription of the
downstream gene in several cases. But it is not clear if the increase
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is solely driven by the promoter that drives the antibiotic resistance
gene in the T-DNA vector (see below). It has been shown that when
T-DNA was inserted into the promoter region of KIS the fused 35SBasta-KIS fusion transcript abundance increased (Kirik et al. 2002).
Similarly, an insertion 100 bp upstream of the start codon in ARF17
increased its transcript by 7-12-fold compared to wild type, possibly
due to the 35S promoter in the T-DNA vector (Sorin et al. 2005).
So it is possible that promoter in the T-DNA sequence plays an
important role in increasing transcript level of the downstream
gene.
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downstream gene. A T-DNA was inserted downstream of
AT1G65250 but upstream of AT1G65260 (VIPP1). Northern blot
analysis using both genes as probes detected only significant
reduction in VIPP1 transcription (Kroll et al. 2001). On the other
hand, when a T-DNA was inserted 525 bp downstream of IRT2 but
2440 bp upstream of the start codon of IRT1, the expression of IRT1
was almost completely abolished while that of IRT2 was also
impaired (Varotto et al. 2002). The latter may be caused by T-DNA
disruption of the 3’ sequence of a gene as discussed above.

Table 4: T-DNA insertion between promoter elements and coding region increases knockout effectiveness in Arabidopsis
Gene
Promoter element
Distance to
T-DNA insertion
Effect on Transcript
Reference
start codon (in
level
bp)
CBF2
TATA box
179
Within TATA box
Expression not detected
Novillo et al. (2004)
SPR1
TATA box
Within 200
Between TATA and ATG
Expression not detected
Nakajima et al. (2004)
IAA19
AuxREs
165
Within AuxREs
Expression not detected
Tatematsu et al. (2004)
APRR9
G-boxes
434-511
Between G-boxes and ATG
Expression severely
Ito et al. (2003)
reduced.
Hsp101
Heat-shock elements 320-400
Within HSEs but upstream
No effect on
Hong and Vierling
(HSEs) and TATA
of TATA
transcription but protein (2001)
box
severely reduced
UFO
CArG box-like
>3 kb
Within CArG box-like
Expression severely
Durfee et al. (2003)
sequences
sequences
reduced.

Insertions after the stop codon
T-DNA insertion after the stop codon is least effective compared to
insertion in other parts of a gene. Based on 23 characterized
insertions, 17% (or 4) insertions after the stop codon had no effect
on transcript level of upstream genes compared to ~1% in insertions
in the coding region (Table 1). Its knockout and knockdown rates of
37.5% each are lower than the 45% and 41% for the insertion in
before the start codon, respectively. But insertion at some distance
downstream from the stop codon still disrupts the transcription of
the upstream gene such as TFL1 (650-700 bp after stop; Ohshima et
al. 1997), CSLA9 (260 bp after stop; Zhu et al. 2003) and F5H (283
bp after stop; Ruegger et al. 1999) or interfere with the transcription
of the gene such as LOL1 (629 bp after stop; Epple et al. 2003) and
IRT2 (525 downstream; Varotto et al. 2002). The reason could be
that sequence downstream the insertion site contains enhancer or
other regulatory sequence essential for expression of the upstream
gene. This was demonstrated in GL1 that harbored a T-DNA
insertion 658 bp after the stop codon that separated the coding
region from an enhancer element 900 bp downstream of the stop
codon, causing a partial phenotype (Larkin et al. 1993;
Oppenheimer et al. 1991). Although it is possible that insertion after
the stop codons in the above genes were due to separation of
downstream regulatory elements by T-DNA, no evidence was
reported.
Insertion after stop codons may also knock up the expression of the
upstream gene such as PIP5K9 (Lou et al. 2007) and ACT7
(Gilliland et al. 2003) or have no apparent effect on the level of
transcript such as ATEM6 (Manfre et al. 2006). Nevertheless, no or
reduced level of proteins were detected in these mutants, probably
because these mutants also produced shorter than expected
transcripts (Gilliland et al. 2003; Manfre et al. 2006). Insertion in
the 3’ end of a gene could increase its transcript level due to 35S
enhancer present in the T-DNA region.
When a T-DNA is inserted in the intergenic region between two
genes in the same orientation, it is more likely to disrupt the

T-DNA promoter can drive expression of downstream
gene
Most T-DNA sequences contain a selection marker driven by the
Cauliflower Mosaic Virus 35S or other promoters which can in turn
drive expression of the downstream gene producing a chimeric
transcript as mentioned above in ARF17 (Sorin et al. 2005) and KIS
(Kirik et al. 2002). This is one factor that is responsible for
increased transcript abundance. The 35S promoter was suggested to
be responsible for increased SWP transcript abundance and size
although the mutant phenotype was still recessive, suggesting that
the fused T-DNA-SWP transcript was not translated or the protein
was not functional (Autran et al. 2002). The fused transcript was ~7
kb compared to 5.5 kb in the wild type. Since the insertion was 250
bp upstream of the start codon and at least the first intron was
spliced out based on RT-PCR (Autran et al. 2002), it is puzzling as
to what factors caused the fused transcript not to be translated other
than stop codons. But in arf19, the T-DNA was inserted at 12 bp
upstream of the start codon and a larger and more abundant mutant
transcript was produced which fueled reduced ARF19 synthesis
(Willmoth et al. 2005). So transcribed genes driven by the T-DNA
promoter may or may not lead to protein synthesis.
Over expression of a mutated gene due to fusion with T-DNA
sequence can also occur in insertions in the coding region. In a swi1
mutant that carried an insertion at 2 bp after the start codon, a TDNA-SWI1 fusion transcript was apparently translated with a low
efficiency because the mutant phenotype is leaky (Mercier et al.
2001). If T-DNA is inserted into the middle of a gene such as in
exon 13 (out of 18) in AtISA1 as described earlier, the endogenous
promoter drives the transcription of sequence upstream the insertion
site while promoter in the T-DNA may drive the downstream
sequence transcription (Delatte et al. 2005). The downstream
transcript was more abundant compared to that of wild type,
indicating an over expression due to the T-DNA promoter (see also
Bertrand et al. 2005). Despite normal transcription of up- and
downstream sequence, no protein was detected because the gene
was interrupted by the insertion (Delatte et al. 2005). Over
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Table 5: Larger deletions caused by T-DNA insertion in Arabidopsis genes.
Gene
Function
DNA damage repair
ARS27A
Ribosomal protein S27 /elimination of
damaged mRNA
AtLIG4
DNA damage repair
AtMSH2
Mismatch repair
AtRAD17
DNA damage repair
AtRAD51C
DNA damage repair
DME
Mismatch/ damage repair/ Female
Gametophyte Development
MRE11
DNA damage repair/ chromosome integrity
WEE1
DNA damage response
WEE1
DNA damage response
WEE1
DNA damage response
Transport
AtMRP4
Guard cell ABC transporter

Insertion

Deletion

Reference

Before ATG

1287 bp including promoter and the 5’ UTR

Revenkova et al. 1999

Exon 1
Exon 7
Exon 4
Intron 2
Before ATG

329 bp upstream of insertion including the first 37 codons
1,510 bp from exons 7 to 13 (insertion to the end)
172 bp encompassing part of exon 4, intron 4 and a part of exon 5
141 bp of intron 4
177 bp before insertion site

Friesner and Britt 2003
Leonard et al. 2003
Heitzeberg et al. 2004
Li et al. 2005
Choi et al. 2002

Intron 9
Exon 1
Intron 7
Exon 9

The entire exon 10 and portions of introns 9 and 10
Most of the coding region (~1.5 kb)
From insertion to the end (~600 bp)
>330 bp

Puizina et al. 2004
De Schutter et al. 2007

Exon 1

Klein et al. 2004

AtNrt2.2
Nitrate transporter
AtSUC5
Endosperm sucrose transporter
AtSUC5
Endosperm sucrose transporter
GORK
Guard cell K channel /transporter
Cell division
AGM
Mitosis/Gamete Development
ANQ1
MAPKK/ Cytokinesis
ASY
Synaptonemal complex assembly
AtTop6B
Topoisomerase
TUBG2
Spindle formation/ microtubule organization
Light signaling
APRR5
Circadian rhythm/light sensing
PHYB
Phytochrome B
PIL5
Phytochrome interacting/seed germination
Chromatin remodeling
LHP1
Chromatin remodeling/gene silencing
Mom1
SWI2/SNF2 chromatin remodeling

850 after ATG
-1061-+1665
-58-+499
-2280 - +1464

−588 to +1545 including a significant portion of the promoter, the entire
TMD0, and most of TMD1 domains
25 kb from the insertion on including at least one other gene AtNrt2.1
-1061 - +1665 including exons 1 and 2
-58 - +499 including most of exon 1
-2280 - +1464 including exon 1 and most of intron 1

Filleur et al. 2001
Baud et al. 2005
Baud et al. 2005
Hosy et al. 2003

6 bp before ATG
Intron 1
5’UTR
Exon 12
Exon 2

148 bp including 127 bp 5’UTR and 21 bp promoter
5’ UTR and exon 1 were deleted and part of ANQ1 was duplicated
1.1 kb including 74 bp 5’ UTR and ~1. 0 kb promoter
268 bp consisting of intron 12 to intron 13 (total 18 exons)
2440 bp from the insertion to the end of the gene including eight exons

Sorensen et al. 2004
Soyano et al 2003
Caryl et al. 2000
Hartung et al. 2002
Pastuglia et al. 2006

Exon 5
Exon 3/Intron 3
Exon 2

From the insertion to the end and also include At5G24460 downstream
~150 bp in the border of exon 3 and intron 3
From insertion to the end of PIL5

Yamamoto et al. 2003
Reed et al. 1993
Oh et al. 2004

Up ATG
3’ end

1.2 kb upstream of the insertion
1,980 bp from the insertion to the end (last 4 exons) to part of promoter of the
next gene

Gaudin et al 2001
Amedeo et al. 2000

Plastid membrane protein insertion/plastid
biogenesis
Plastid protein import/plastid biogenesis

Intron 6

Exon 7 and intron 7

Gerdes et al. 2006

Exon 6

The remaining gene downstream from the insertion (~600 bp)

Constan et al. 2004

Protein degradation/ autophagy
Receptor kinase/male gamete development
Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L21/female
gametophyte development
Glucose/ hormone response

Intron 3
Exon 1
Intron 1

From insertion to the end covering seven exons
>670 bp upstream of the insertion deleted and/or rearranged
138 bp including part of intron 1 and entire exon 2

Hanaoka et al. 2002
DeYoung et al. 2006
Portereiko et al. 2006

Exon 15

~300 bp from inside exon 15 into intron 16

Németh et al. 1998

Plastid biogenesis
Alb4
atTOC34
Miscellaneous
AtAPG9
BAM2
NFD1
PRL1
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expression of upstream sequence by endogenous promoter because
of the insertion was also reported although the mechanism was not
clear (Okushima et al. 2005).

Insertion leads to chimeric transcript
T-DNA insertion can interfere with mRNA processing of affected
genes, particularly intron splicing. When the insertion was into an
intron within the 5' UTR of ERS1, the resulting chimeric transcript
contained a segment of T-DNA sequence, a segment of unspliced
UTR intron, a segment of native UTR, and the native coding
sequence which could not possibly be translated into the functional
protein (Wang et al. 2003). Insertion into intron 2 of WRKY33
produced a larger transcript due to the deletion and duplication at
the 3'-end of intron 2 that prevented proper splicing (Zheng et al.
2006). Insertion before the start codon also interferes with correct
intron splicing. PORC mutant contained an insertion at 26 bp before
the start codon and RT-PCR with primers spanning first three exons
showed that the introns were not properly spliced (Masuda et al.
2003). In a mutant with a T-DNA insertion in intron 4 (out of 9),
the upstream transcript included the first four ALD1 exons and TDNA border sequence and that the downstream transcript included
a T-DNA sequence at the 5' end and the six 3' exons of ALD1 at the
3' end (Song et al. 2004). On the other hand, insertion in intron 3 of
SCA3 at +1894 bp produced a transcript with 1667 bp SCA3 mRNA
and more than 270 bp T-DNA left border (Hricova et al. 2006).
Insertion into exons can produce wild type transcript up to the
insertion point followed by sequence addition/deletion and T-DNA.
If the insertion is in the very last exon, i.e., 47 bp before the stop
codon as in AHA3 (Robertson et al. 2004), the resulting transcript
could include the wild type mRNA without the last 65 bases
followed by >200 bases of T-DNA. Another insertion in exon 4
(~1/3 of the coding region) yielded a transcript with the first 1/3
wild type mRNA with 17 bases of unknown sequence followed
again by >200 bases of T-DNA (Robertson et al. 2004). Longer TDNA can also be transcribed and attached to the transcript. For
example, an insertion at +1787 bp position of EBF2 had a transcript
with 1787 bp EBF2 mRNA plus ~800 bases of T-DNA (Gagne et
al. 2004). In most cases, these chimeric transcripts were not
translated or the proteins were not fully functional.

Insertion causes deletion
T-DNA insertion can often cause deletion and rearrangements of
the host genome (reviewed by Latham et al. 2006). Out of 1084
insertion mutants surveyed in this paper, about 10% (113) reported
deletions although this number can be as high as 87% (Forsbach et
al. 2003). But most deletions were small. Among the 113 T-DNA
insertion mutants with reported deletions, 82 (73%) had deletions
smaller than 100 bp, similar to that reported earlier (78% by
Forsbach et al. 2003; 81% by Meza et al. 2002). Of the 82 mutants,
77 (94%) had deletions smaller than 60 bp and 68 (83%) less than
50 bp. With a sample size of 22, Meza et al. (2002) reported that 18
were smaller than 100 bp and 14 of the 18 (78%) were smaller than
60 bp. The average size of deletions is 30 bp among the 82 mutants.
The size of deletion for the other 31 mutants ranged from 138 bp to
25 kb but majority was below 2 kb while Forsbach et al. (2003)
reported 1 out of 64 (1.6%) and Meza et al. (2002) found 4 out of
22 (18%) deletions are larger than 100 bp.
Interestingly, for the 31 mutants that contained deletions larger than
100 bp (Table 5), 17 (55%) of them were into genes related to DNA
functions such as damage repair, replication, chromatin remodeling
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and meiosis/mitosis and five (16%) into transporter genes. Four of
the genes also played roles in male or female gamete development.
Similarly, among the 82 mutants with deletions smaller than 100
bp, 29 (39%) insertions were into genes related to DNA repair,
replication, meiosis and chromosome remodeling and eight (10%)
into transporter genes. These numbers are a lot higher than those
expected from random deletions. It is known that repair genes are
essential for T-DNA integration which double-stranded DNA
breaks can attract (reviewed by Tzfira and Citovsky 2006) and the
female reproductive tissues are the primary target of transformation
by the Arabidopsis floral-dip method (Desfeux et al. 2000). But
why are these genes more likely to suffer larger deletions as a result
of T-DNA insertion? The answer is not clear although it is
conceivable that because T-DNA tends to insert into
transcriptionally active regions (Alonso et al. 2003) and these genes
are consistently transcribed in the actively-dividing tissue that open
themselves up for the T-DNA molecule. The prolonged exposure to
T-DNA somehow leads to incorrect double-stranded break which
results in larger deletion of the target site. Incidentally, 11 of the 31
mutants had insertions in chromosome V while there was only one
in chromosome IV. But the distribution of the other 19 insertions
seems to be random among the other three chromosomes.
T-DNA insertion also triggered reciprocal translocation and
duplication. Reciprocal translocation was reported for T-DNA
insertion into ARL2 (Guan et al. 2003) and RHD3 (Yuen et al.
2005) while translocation was observed in atToc33 (Gutensohn et
al. 2004). Insertion in an intron of WRKY33 caused duplication of
the entire gene as described earlier (Zheng et al. 2006). More
dramatic rearrangements were reviewed by Latham et al. (2006).

Conclusion
Insertion in the protein-coding region of a gene generates a
knockout 86% of the time whether it is in the introns or exons; or
41% of the time if the insertion is before the start codon. Insertion
before the start codon produces a knockdown 53% of the time.
Insertion after the stop codon had no effect on transcription of the
upstream gene 17% of the time compared to 11% in insertion before
the start codon. In 10 out of 263 mutants that had an insertion in an
intron, the intron was spliced out together with the T-DNA
producing wild type transcript at a reduced level. While the absence
of the transcript of a gene carrying a T-DNA indicates the gene has
been knocked out, it is more complex when an increased transcript
level of the gene is detected. Based on this survey, it is more likely
than not that protein level is also reduced if it is still synthesized. So
it is always advisable to check the transcript level of the mutant
allele, especially when a putative homozygous mutant did not show
discernible phenotypes. Compared to Northern analysis, RT-PCR
can not determine the size of a large transcript created by T-DNAplant gene fusion produced by insertion upstream of the start codon.
The fused transcript can be driven by promoter in the T-DNA and
can be chimeric.
The event of T-DNA insertion is known to cause additional changes
to the host genome such as deletion and translocation. In these
cases, the mutated gene suffers both deletion and insertion,
effectively disrupting its expression. Among insertion mutants with
reported deletions of the genomic sequence, three quarters of them
had deletions smaller than 100 bp. For the large deletions, a
disproportionate number (17 out of 31) of them are in genes related
to damage repair, replication, chromatin remodeling,
meiosis/mitosis, and transport. This may warrant further study to
identify possible links between this and mechanism of T-DNA
insertion. However, because these conclusions are based on
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published T-DNA mutants, it may be biased toward insertions that
knock out/down the target genes.
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